
Wrestler of the Day – January
29: Eddie Guerrero
It’s another one of those days where I have to stretch because otherwise
I’ll be watching Bob Holly matches for three hours. Today it’s Eddie
Guerrero, who put on a mask and won the Royal Rumble in 2006 as Rey
Mysterio.

Our first match is from Eddie’s days as a jobber, facing none other than
Terry Funk on WCW TV, sometime between May and July of 1989.

Eddie Guerrero vs. Terry Funk

The fans chant for Flair who was recently injured by Funk. Terry shoves
him around to start but Eddie rolls around to evade. An enziguri sends
Funk to the floor but he comes back in, only to have Eddie moonsault over
him ala Daniel Bryan. Funk isn’t wanting to play today though and puts
Eddie in a giant swing to take over. Eddie hits a dropkick but misses a
second and is thrown to the floor which isn’t a DQ for reasons JR doesn’t
understand. Eddie avoids a clothesline and hits a nice plancha to take
Terry out. Again the second doesn’t hit though (sequels are never as
good) and Terry piledrives him on the floor and gets the pin.

Rating: C. Fun match here, especially for a squash. Allegedly Terry
brought Eddie into the company and this was his attempt to give Eddie a
rub, which would have worked if WCW hadn’t been so stupid at times. Eddie
looked great despite being a glorified rookie at this point. Funk was on
fire in 1989 with his first of many career resurgences.

Eddie got his big start in Mexico but also performed as Black Tiger in
NJPW so we’ll look at his first round match in the Super J Cup 1994
against Taka Michinoku.

Super J Cup First Round: Taka Michinoku vs. Black Tiger

Taka looks very young here and is of course more famous for his WWF run.
Black Tiger is Eddie Guerrero under a mask and WAY before he was famous
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in the US. The winner of this gets Wild Pegasus, more famous as Chris
Benoit. Eddie is heel here and takes Taka down fast, hitting the
slingshot hilo and a BIG powerbomb for two. Neckbreaker gets two for
Eddie and it’s off to an abdominal stretch.

Eddie chops him down and puts on a Sharpshooter, which the announcers
call a Scorpion. That’s quickly broken and they collide as this is almost
too fast to call. Taka tries a clothesline but it only staggers Eddie,
but Eddie’s takes Taka’s head off. Taka headscissors Eddie to the floor
and moonsaults off the top back into the ring (Taka is alone in the ring
and wasn’t going after Eddie) to pop the crowd.

Back in and Taka moonsaults moonsaults over Eddie so he can suplex him
down. Eddie goes to the floor and Taka hits a HUGE dive to take both guys
out. Back in again and Michinoku hits a German for two as well as a rana
for the same. Another rana attempt is countered into another BIG
powerbomb for two. Eddie hits a top rope splash (not the amphibian kind)
for two. Taka powerbombs Guerrero down for two and hits a moonsault for
the same. Another moonsault hits knees so Eddie hits his brainbuster for
two. Eddie is all ticked off now so he KILLS Taka with a tornado DDT for
the pin.

Rating: B. This was a very fun and fast paced match. Even though it was
just a spotfest, sometimes there’s nothing wrong with that at all and it
worked very well here. Eddie was on fire at this point and he would go to
AAA soon where he would become a breakout star before heading to ECW and
then WCW. Speaking of WCW, the music he left to sounded a lot like what
would become the Nitro theme but it was too close to tell.

Guerrero was also a big deal in Mexico of course, being part of a BIG
heel group called Los Gringos Locos. One of the most famous matches in
lucha libre history was at the AAA/WCW When Worlds Collide show with
Eddie teaming with his partner Art Barr to face Octagon and El Hijo Del
Santo.

Los Gringos Locos vs. Octagon/El Hijo Del Santo

Oh here it is. THIS is the reason this show is famous and it’s
one of the best matches of the 90s according to almost every



reviewer. There is all kinds of backstory here. First of all:
Los Gringos Locos are Eddie Guerrero and Love Machine Art Barr
(just called Love Machine) and they are HATED. Barr makes
swimming motions at the crowd as they come in, which is about
as racist as you can get.

Both of them (plus their lackey Louis Spicolli) are in clothes
so American flagged themed that Jack Swagger and Kurt Angle
and the Patriot would tell them to tone it down. There are
others in the stable with them including non-Americans like
Konnan but you get the idea. The story here is that Eddie was
in a team with El Hijo Del Santo but turned on him. This was
due to their fathers being a big team (Gory Guerrero and El
Santo, El Santo being the undisputed biggest name ever in
Mexican wrestling) and Gory being overshaddowed. The idea was
Eddie wouldn’t let it happen so he beat up El Hijo to take
fame for himself.

On top of that, Los Gringos beat Octagon/El Hijo Del Santo for
the AAA tag titles in Chicago a few months before this with
the help of a fast count from a paid off referee. This is a
mask vs. hair match though, which is the mother of all gimmick
matches in Mexico and it’s also 2/3 falls. However since this
is Mexico, for a fall to count, both members of a team have to
be defeated. I’ll try to keep track of that as we go.

Got all that? Good.

Eddie vs. Santo (his name is El Hijo Del Santo and Santo is a
different wrestler, but for the sake of not having to type
that every time I’ll be calling him Santo. I’m aware of the
difference) starts us off and the fans couldn’t be more behind
the masked team. There’s only one referee in here and if you
go to the floor it doesn’t mean the other guy can come in so
it’s a more traditional tag match.

Off to Barr and Octagon but Eddie cheats like only he can.
They  set  for  a  Doomsday  Rana  but  Eddie  botches  slightly,



basically dropping Santo on his head. Since he’s practically
dead, that’s good for the first pin. Remember that doesn’t
count  as  a  fall  though,  but  rather  just  half  a  fall.  A
superplex by Eddie and a frog splash by Barr (he invented it,
Eddie copied it) ends Octagon so we’re at 1-0 Gringos very
early.

Barr does the swimming thing again during the break between
falls. Eddie starts with Santo again and Santo is in trouble.
Off to Octagon and he’s an idiot apparently as Eddie begs off
and Octagon lets him have a break. Off to Barr who likes to do
jumping jacks. Eddie comes back in via a slingshot hilo and
Santo is like screw this and pounds on Eddie a bit. Barr takes
a senton backsplash and everything breaks down.

Out to the floor and the Mexicans dive onto Los Gringos in a
huge crash. Back to Eddie vs. Santo in the ring which is what
the original match was going to be. Eddie snaps off a rana off
the top and gets a quick pin on Santo but we’re not done yet.
Santo can’t interfere here either. The Gringos double team
Octagon but he escapes, hooking a rana on Eddie for a quick
pin and then a freaky looking neck lock on Barr for the tap
and a POP.

Now we get down to the real stuff as those first ten minutes
were just a warmup. Back to Eddie vs. Santo to get us started
as Barr chants for Proposition 187, which would be a very
tough anti-immigration law up for a vote in California. See
why  he’s  so  hated?  Santo  hooks  a  camel  clutch  but  Barr
superkicks him in the head to take over. Octagon comes in to
break up a submission hold but stops to kick Barr a little
while he’s in there.

Octagon kicks away even more but Eddie saves and tries the
Gory Stretch. Eddie goes up but gets caught in an electric
chair drop for two. Now Los Gringos try the double suicide
dives but Eddie’s foot gets caught on the middle rope so he
lands on his head. They head back to the ring where Eddie gets



powerbombed to the floor. Barr tombstones Octagon (HUGE thing
as that move paralyzed a guy shortly before this) and gets the
pin  to  put  them  a  fall  away  from  winning.  The  crowd  is
reaching ONS 06 levels of hate now.

Eddie  grabs  a  German  on  Santo  for  two  and  there’s  the
PowerPlex again but it only gets two here, drawing an ERUPTION
from the crowd. Octagon is being stretchered out and it’s heel
miscommunication time. Santo dives onto Eddie and Blue Panther
(Santo/Octagon’s second) piledrives Barr to make it 1-1. So in
essence it’s Guerrero vs. Santo now and Eddie hits a Batista
Bomb for two. A belly to belly superplex gets two for Eddie as
does a rana off the top. Dragon suplex gets two as Barr is
waking up again. Santo grabs a rollup out of nowhere and keeps
the masks as he gets the pin.

Rating: A-. I don’t know if it’s the lack of context but I
didn’t see this as being the perfect match that it’s built up
as. Then again I almost always rate tag matches lower than
most people do so that probably has something to do with it.
That being said though the crowd was electric for this and the
whole thing worked very well. Great match and worth seeing for
history if nothing else.

Octagon is taken into an ambulance. Barr cuts Eddie’s hair and
cries over having to do it. Barr gets his cut now and looks
like he’s about to cry.

Barr would be dead in 17 days. He had a ton of potential too.

 

Octagon is taken into an ambulance. Barr cuts Eddie’s hair and cries over
having to do it. Barr gets his cut now and looks like he’s about to cry.

America came calling in the form of ECW where Eddie would get his biggest
exposure yet in a feud over the TV Title with Dean Malenko. Here’s one of
those title matches with Dean defending at an outdoors show on August 3,
1995.



TV Title: Eddie Guerrero vs. Dean Malenko

Dean is defending. Feeling out process to start with both guys fighting
over a wristlock. You know this is going to be technically heavy. Both
guys try to drop to the mat and we get a standoff. A headlock takes Dean
to the mat as Joey talks about Chavo Jr. making his debut in Los Angeles.
Eddie lands on his feet to counter a monkey flip and he takes Dean down
with a nice headscissors. A hiptoss and armdrag put Dean down and they
trade headscissors to give Eddie control again.

There’s the hilo from Guerrero for two as Joey compares this to Flair,
Gagne and Thesz. Not exactly but Joey didn’t always make sense. An
abdominal stretch has Dean in trouble but he fights out of it and grabs a
belly to back suplex. There’s a brainbuster for good measure but Guerrero
is up at two. Malenko’s gutbuster (not the awesome middle rope variety)
has Eddie in even more trouble and having his tornado DDT countered
doesn’t help.

A nice tiger bomb gets two for the champion but he gets caught in a quick
victory roll for two. Eddie puts him down and hits the frog splash out of
nowhere but his ribs are too hurt to cover. Dean is smart enough to lock
on an abdominal stretch but Eddie is quickly in the ropes. Malenko tries
a rollup but Eddie reverses into one of his own for two, only to be
caught in a sunset flip which he reverses as well into a pin on Dean for
the title out of nowhere.

Rating: B-. The out of nowhere part is right as this felt like they were
completely out of time and had to go to the finish. I’m not a fan of that
kind of an ending at all as it takes away from all the rib work and build
they had going on. It’s a good match but their Hostile City Showdown 2/3
falls match is better.

Eddie would be brought into WCW in late 1995 as a guy in tights who was
good in the ring and little more. Eventually the company decided they
wanted to push Diamond Dallas Page and put him with Eddie, thinking Page
would get much better working with him on a regular basis. The idea
worked (kind of) and here’s a good example of it in the finals of a
tournament for the US Title at Starrcade 1996.



US Title Tournament Final: Eddie Guerrero vs. Diamond Dallas Page

 

Ric Flair had been champion but had to vacate the title due to a shoulder
injury. The idea of this feud (they had fought over the summer too) was
to have Page get better by working with a guy as talented as Guerrero.
This is after Page lost his $6 to the Diamond Doll (now named Kimberly)
and the TV Title due to a bingo card that she won $13 million on which he
bought for her. This era of WCW was weird if I didn’t mention that
already.

 

The title is vacant coming in if that wasn’t clear, although the belt
isn’t here. It was stolen by the Giant who claimed that he was champion
because he wanted to be, so this is for just the name at this point.
Feeling out process to start until Eddie takes him into the corner for
some chops. Instead of following up Eddie backs off though and lets Page
fire off some right hands. A dropkick puts Page on the floor and Eddie
rams him into the barricade for good measure.

 

Like a good heel, Page goes to the eyes to take over and sends Eddie into
the steps. Back in and Eddie takes him down with a drop toehold and into
an armbar. Eddie stays on the arm with a wristlock as Tony implies that
he was scalping tickets before the show. Page takes him down by the hair
a few times but Eddie nips right back up. Guerrero low bridges Page to
the floor and hits a good looking dive to take him down again. Back in
and Eddie is dropped chin first on the top turnbuckle and Page takes over
for the first time.

 

A Pancake (piledriver position but dropping forward instead of down) puts
Guerrero down again and it’s off to a chinlock. A suplex gets two on
Eddie and Page yells at the referee a bit. Off to an abdominal stretch by
Page and he grabs the ropes for extra leverage. Eddie escapes, only to



get caught in a swinging neckbreaker for two. Back to the abdominal
stretch but Page finally gets caught and has his hold broken by the
referee.

 

Eddie gets another two count off a small package but Page takes his head
off with a discus lariat for no cover. Page misses a charge and goes
shoulder first into the post, allowing Eddie to take him down with a leg
trip. Eddie pounds away and hits a solid European uppercut before ramming
Page into the buckle. A suplex gets two on DDP but Eddie’s frog splash
(mostly) misses.

 

Page gets two of his own off a belly to belly suplex, only to go up and
get crotched down by Guerrero. Eddie is shoved off the top but Page dives
into an atomic drop for two. A pair of backslides gets two each for Eddie
but Page’s helicopter bomb gets the same. Eddie is sent to the floor,
allowing the NWO to come in and lay out DDP. Guerrero didn’t see a thing
so he hits the frog splash for the pin and no belt.

 

Rating: C+. This took awhile to get going but it was clear that Page
wasn’t ready to be a heel at this level yet. Thankfully he turned face
soon after this and became the hottest thing in the company as he fought
the NWO. Eddie would slip down to the cruiserweight division and dominate
there for awhile, meaning that better days were ahead for both guys.

Next up is Halloween Havoc 1997. That should be all you need to know.

Cruiserweight Title: Eddie Guerrero vs. Rey Mysterio

This is mask vs. title with Eddie as champion of course. Great
heat on Eddie to start as he’s totally evil here. Rey gets an
arm drag and a cross body to send him to the floor almost
immediately. Rey flips to the apron but gets caught by Eddie
and tripped, sending him to the floor. Eddie rams Rey into the
steps and adds a hilo to the back in the ring. Rey fires off a



dropkick but tries a cartwheel which gets caught in a belly to
back as Eddie continues his dominance.

Tilt-a-whirl backbreaker by Eddie gets two. Eddie goes after
the mask but this is part of a bodysuit kind of a thing.
Abdominal stretch by Eddie and Rey is in trouble. Tenay says
that Rey used to wrestle as Hummingbird which Heenan of course
rips into. Rey is on his back in a test of strength position
so he uses Eddie as a board to pop up with and jumps to the
top rope, backflips over and grabs a DDT out of nowhere to
break Eddie’s momentum. AWESOME move.

Rey sends Eddie to the apron and tries a dropkick but Eddie
moves and sends Rey to the floor. After sending him into the
railing it’s a camel clutch with Eddie ripping at the mask
again. Off to the Gory Special and Rey is in trouble. Modified
surfboard as Eddie is in total control here. We hear about El
Santo which is someone you hardly ever hear about at all.

Rey tries to fire some shots off in the corner but gets sent
into  the  opposite  corner  and  caught  in  the  Tree  of  Woe.
Baseball slide by Eddie misses and he does the Hennig crotch
spot against the post. Rey dives off the top onto Eddie on the
floor and here comes Rey. Standing rana gets two back in the
ring. A headscissors puts Eddie on the floor and in perhaps
the most awesome spot I’ve ever seen, Rey gets a running start
and dives over the ropes, catches Eddie in a rana and swings
him around without touching the floor until he releases the
hold.

Back  in  and  a  corkscrew  moonsault  gets  two.  Split  legged
moonsault misses and it’s a big powerbomb by Eddie and Rey is
in trouble. Crowd is getting into this quickly. Big heat on
Eddie now. Rey takes him down with a spinwheel kick but the
West Coast Pop is reversed into a backbreaker. Frog Splash
misses so Rey goes up top. Eddie tries a crucifix bomb off the
top but Rey reverses into a rana out of air and holds Eddie
down to get the pin and the title! AWESOME ending!



Rating: A+. This was in the running for match of the year and
it’s easy to see why. The problem is when you have Austin vs.
Hart in the I Quit match and the original Hell in a Cell in
the same year. That kind of slows things down a bit which is a
shame as this was a great match indeed. Rey was awesome at
this point and moved around here so well that it was almost
uncanny. Great match and Eddie played an awesome cocky heel
here. Great match and the best I’ve ever seen out of Eddie I
think.

 

Eddie’s next major feud was with his nephew Chavo who was forced to work
with his uncle after losing to him in a match. Chavo eventually snapped
and caused Eddie some problems, like this one from the June 29, 1998
Monday Nitro.

Little Dragon vs. Eddie Guerrero

Dragon is another guy from Dragon Gate who is better known as Dragon Kid.
This is his only WCW appearance, meaning the fans aren’t exactly thrilled
with him. Eddie quickly takes him down by the arm but Dragon flips out
and hits a handspring elbow in the corner. A tilt-a-whirl backbreaker
puts Dragon down again and Eddie hits the slingshot hilo to his back.

The fans chant for Chavo so Eddie hits a brainbuster. He looks all over
the place for Chavo before going up for the frog splash. Here’s Chavo
riding a hobby horse named Pepe and telling Eddie (“Little Trooper”) to
keep going. Eddie tries to steal the horse and the distraction lets
Dragon roll Eddie up for the pin.

Rating: D+. The match wasn’t bad but was more for the story than the
match itself. Chavo is completely insane by this point and the character
is getting over as a result. Imagine that: a veteran doing a story with a
younger guy and the younger guy getting over. Also notice that Eddie
hasn’t lost any of his heat at all and is getting better reactions from
the crowd. Why is this such a hard concept to grasp?

Around this time Eddie would want out of his contract with WCW due to not



being pushed and would be put in charge of the Latino World Order as a
way to calm him down. Unfortunately Eddie was in a bad car wreck on
January 1, 1999 and would be out of action for six months, ending the
story. Once back he would join the Filthy Animals who would fight some
clowns at Fall Brawl 1999. There’s no sarcasm in that at all.

 Eddie Guerrero/Rey Mysterio/Billy Kidman vs. Insane Clown
Posse/Vampiro

Oh look: it’s the clowns. For some reason these guys kept
getting put on major shows and told they were pro wrestlers so
they pretend they are and waste a lot of time. The other team
is the Filthy Animals apparently. Rey is unmasked with blonde
hair here because that money from his mask sales was just not
needed here. LONG stall to start because they’re freaking
clowns.

Vampy doesn’t have his face painted which is a very weird look
for him. They chill on the floor so we don’t have any of that
wrestling stuff. White hot crowd. Ok so it’s Kidman against
Shaggy 2 Dope. I hate this already. Kidman lets Shaggy get a
shot in to start and Kidman is walking him through everything.
A reverse Veg-O-Matic hits Shaggy and it’s off to Eddie.

Off to Rey vs. Violent Jay. He’s the bigger one and the blonde
guy  so  it’s  easy  to  tell  them  apart.  Bronco  Buster  hits
Vampiro and it’s off to Kidman. Since having Vampiro would be
the best idea for his team, here’s Jay again. And yes I know
it’ssupposed to just be the letter J but screw these idiots.
DDT  to  Kidman  and  it’s  off  to  Vampiro  again.  He  hits  a
spinwheel kick off the top for two on Kidman.

The heels double team Kidman as Tony says his hair used to be
like Vampiro’s. Vampy chops away and it’s off to Shaggy. You
can tell very quickly that the clowns have very limited skill
and  training.  They  look  like  the  Tough  Enough  guys  going
through spots. Rey’s knee is hurt and if I remember right this
is legit.



Vampiro works over Rey for a bit more until it’s off to Eddie.
Let the chopping begin! Vampy gets a nice spin kick to take
Eddie down as it’s back to the clowns. Shaggy TOTALLY misses a
top rope legdrop but gets two anyway. Eddie cleans house but
Shaggy and Vampiro hit the absolute worst 3D you will ever
see.

Shaggy was doing Bubba’s part and drops Eddie about two feet
above the mat, more or less making it a very modified Samoan
Drop by Vampiro. GET THESE GUYS OUT OF THE FREAKING RING
BEFORE THEY KILL SOMEONE. Everything breaks down and it’s 3-2
due  to  Rey’s  knee  injury.  The  Shooting  Star  ends  Vampiro
finally.

Rating: D+. This is one of those matches where you have to
praise one set of guys for the good stuff and blame the rest
on the others. Point blank: the clowns don’t belong in the
ring. They’re not good, they’re not interesting, they’re not
wrestlers and they have zero business being out there. That
being  said,  naturally  they  got  time  on  all  four  major
companies’  shows  because  someone  hates  me.

Soon after this it was off to the WWF where Eddie would injure his arm in
his first match with the company, putting him out of action for a few
weeks. He would win the European Title from Chris Jericho the night after
Wrestlemania 2000 and here’s the rematch from a week later.

European Title: Chris Jericho vs. Eddie Guerrero

Eddie is defending in a rematch from last week where Chyna joined Eddie
to cost Jericho the title. Jericho says he’s happy with the new couple
but he isn’t sure which of them is the man and which of them has the
bigger package. Jericho hits a fast backbreaker to start and the champ
runs, hiding behind the referee. Eddie might have dropkicked Jericho low
and takes over. Jerry makes some very dated Elian Gonzalez jokes, which
apparently were old even then.

Eddie works on the knee and hooks a Figure Four, putting it on the
correct leg and thereby making him more proficient at the hold than Flair



himself is. Jericho makes the rope and doesn’t seem all that interested
in selling the knee. Eddie charges into a boot in the corner and gets
backdropped down as Jericho makes his comeback. Jericho loads up the
Walls but Chyna’s distraction lets Eddie rolls Jericho up for two. Chyna
throws Eddie the belt but before Eddie can hit Jericho, Eddie is knocked
into the referee. Jericho hits the Lionsault but Chyna takes out Jericho
with a DDT, letting Eddie get the pin to retain, just like last week.

Rating: C-. For a Jericho vs. Guerrero match, I was expecting a lot
better performance here. This was almost the same match as last week
which doesn’t exactly make me care about the feud that much. Chyna and
Eddie went on to have a pretty big run together which was pretty
entertaining at the same time. Not a great match here and Jericho’s non-
selling was annoying.

Eddie wouldn’t do much for the next year other than deal with Chyna and
go after the Intercontinental Title. Therefore, here’s a random six man
tag from Raw on April 23, 2001.

Raven/Steve  Blackman/Grandmaster  Sexay  vs.  Dean  Malenko/Eddie
Guerrero/Perry Saturn

 

Raven had Saturn beaten on Heat but Eddie made the save, setting up this
match. Raven faces Eddie on Sunday for the European Title. The non-
Radicalz get separate entrances to waste some time. We have three matches
left and about 25 minutes of time left. Saturn jumps Blackman as he gets
in the ring. They have a martial arts contest which is fast paced.

 

Off to Dean and Grandmaster who dances a lot. Saturn hammers on him a bit
but Grandmaster hits a crossbody off the top to bring in Raven. Raven
tries to get to Eddie but gets Saturn instead. There’s the corner
clothesline into the bulldog which Punk uses now. Everything breaks down
and Eddie grabs La Majistral for the pin on Raven. Way to make me think
Raven can get the pin on Sunday.



 

Rating: D+. This was just a basic six man tag and I have no idea what the
point in the ending was. Raven needed to get a fluke win out there to set
up the title match but now the drama is gone. In a really weird booking
move the match wouldn’t take place though as Matt Hardy would win the
title on Thursday and defend it against Christian and Eddie in a triple
threat. Raven fought Rhyno for the Hardcore Title instead, and to WWF’s
credit that’s considered one of if not the best traditional hardcore
matches ever. I guess they did know what they were doing.

Soon after this Eddie would get in trouble for drugs and then get
released for drunk driving. After about six months in Japan and on the
indy circuit (mainly World Wrestling All-Stars and the fledgling ROH), he
would come back and quickly win the Intercontinental Title from Rob Van
Dam. After losing the title back to RVD, Eddie would go through the
motions until hooking back up with his nephew Chavo to go after the newly
created Smackdown Tag Titles, including this three way tag match at
Survivor Series 2002.

Smackdown Tag Titles: Edge/Rey Mysterio vs. Kurt Angle/Chris Benoit vs.
Los Guerreros

Edge and Mysterio are champions and this is under elimination rules. It’s
Mysterio vs. Benoit to start which is fine with me. Benoit hits a HARD
chop but gets caught in a rana and a flapjack to give Rey what will
likely be a short lived advantage. Off to Edge for a double hiptoss
before Kurt gets the tag and a big pop. Chavo punches Angle in the back
of the head and that’s a tag apparently.

Chavo gets shouldered down but nips up immediately. Off to Mysterio vs.
Eddie which is one of those pairings that works no matter what. A
headscissors takes Eddie down and it’s off to Kurt to face the masked
dude. They’re going very fast paced so far. Angle misses a charge into
the post but Rey takes too much time on the top and gets run over by
Kurt. The Olympian tags in the psycho who suplexes Rey down for two.

Back to Angle who suplexes Rey down and gets in a cheap shot on Edge. The
Angle Slam is countered but Angle clotheslines Rey down instead. Back to



Chris as Tazz talks about Los Guerreros not wanting to get in yet. The
battling partners tag in again so Angle can put on a front facelock. Rey
fights up after about a minute in the hold and kicks Kurt in the face to
take him down.

There’s the hot tag to Edge who cleans house with a bunch of suplexes.
Eddie comes in and goes to the floor with Rey. Edge misses the spear and
gets caught in a Crossface and ankle lock AT THE SAME TIME. Mysterio
breaks both parts of the hold up and Chavo pulls Angle to the floor. Rey
dives on both of them and Benoit Germans Edge but Eddie comes in off the
top to sunset flip Benoit, sending Edge flying in a German for two each.
Eddie gets suplexed to the floor with his head smashing into the apron on
the way down. FREAKING OW MAN!

Benoit rolls more Germans on Edge (Gee I wonder why he needed neck
surgery five months after this) and Eddie hits the Frog Splash on Edge
but Benoit hits the Swan Dive on Eddie. Angle Slam and Ankle lock to
Eddie while Benoit Crossfaces Edge. Chavo hits Benoit with a belt and
throws the belt to Angle. Benoit thinks Angle hit him and Mysterio
dropkicks Chris into Angle. Angle and Rey go to the floor and Edge spears
Benoit for the elimination. Absolutely amazing sequence there which NEVER
STOPPED.

Angle and Benoit destroy Edge and Rey before leaving. They lay out Los
Guerreros too for fun. Eddie vs. Edge keeps the match going and Eddie
suplexes the Canadian down before it’s off to Chavo. Chavo pounds away on
Edge as Los Guerreros double team. We get down to a much more standard
tag team formula with Edge playing Ricky Morton. Edge finally comes back
with a double clothesline and it’s off to Rey.

Things speed up again with Rey flying all over the place and hitting a
headscissors to put Chavo down. Edge spears both guys down and launches
Rey up to rana Eddie off the top. That’s another awesome sequence.
There’s the 619 to Eddie but Chavo hits Rey in the back to break up the
West Coast Pop. Eddie puts on the Lasso From El Paso (a Boston
Crab/Sharpshooter hybrid) for the tap and the titles.

Rating: B+. This was a match that felt like it got hacked to death. If



you give these guys another 15 minutes (the match ran 20) and take away
the belt shots, the match gets a lot better. The first half, as in before
the first elimination, is INCREDIBLE. The stuff after that though is good
but standard. Still though, these guys were the future of the company and
it was a good sign to see them. Combine that with three guys named
Batista, Orton and Cena that had debuted earlier in the year and you’ve
got the next five years of WWE.

After a long stretch of time in the tag division, it was time for Eddie
to get the one thing he had never held before: the world title. He won a
battle royal on Smackdown and got his shot against the monster Brock
Lesnar at No Way Out 2004.

Smackdown World Title: Eddie Guerrero vs. Brock Lesnar

Brock comes out first here for some reason. Soon after this
the music would change from We Lie, We Cheat, We Steal to I
Lie, I Cheat, I Steal which was good I though. Fans are
TOTALLY behind Eddie here which is no surprise. We have about
40 minutes left in the tape so this is getting A LOT of time.
Eddie can’t do anything to start so like an idiot he keeps
charging.

All Brock to start here. A rana is blocked into a powerbomb
and then Brock just tosses him away as Eddie’s selling is
awesome. Brock gets a big running high knee in the corner. If
he had done that to Velasquez he might have the belt still.
Eddie gets knocked to the floor and has had NOTHING so far. He
finally gets something going as he gets Lesnar’s leg around
the post and gets him down, opening a door for him.

So much for that as Brock gets a modified Fisherman’s suplex
into a kind of slam for two. Jawbreaker gets him out of a rear
naked choke. So I guess Eddie is better than Shane Carwin as
he can escape a Lesnar choke. Eddie gets a dropkick and then
gets his head taken off by a clothesline. Semi-botched German
has Eddie on the brink here. Not really but I like how that
sounds.



Brock goes for another knee in the corner but crashes to the
floor. Eddie adds a plancha and both guys are a bit weakened
now. Brock hits a hot shot to take over AGAIN. It’s been about
95% Brock so far but Eddie is hanging in there. Eddie gets a
knee lock out of nowhere. Brock gets caught in a leg hold. I’m
shocked too. He shifts into an STF and the fans ERUPT.

Figure four doesn’t work as Brock kicks him away. Eddie keeps
him down but can’t do much as Brock just keeps firing him off.
BIG belly to belly by Brock has Eddie in trouble again. A
headscissors has Brock in trouble and now back to the knee.
There’s the figure four and it’s not bad. After nearly a
minute in the hold Brock realizes he’s next to the ropes and
gets free.

More leg work as Cole speculates that Eddie could actually do
this. STF again as Brock is in trouble but not for long as he
just rolls out. Brock gets a big old spinebuster to take over
again and locks on a bad looking crossface chicken wing. Off
to  a  sleeper/chinlock  kind  of  thing  but  here  comes  Eddie
again, driving Brock’s face into the buckle to break it up.
Missile dropkick misses though as Eddie is in trouble again.
Great story being told here.

Brock SELLS THE KNEE by lifting his leg up when he gets a
vertical suplex. Little things like that are what I mean by
selling. Brock shouting at Eddie to die is rather creepy. He
gets a gutwrench hold on the mat and Eddie is in trouble
again. The perk of a guy like Brock is that even a basic hold
like that looks devastating when he does it. Eddie gets back
and hits Three Amigos. Frog Splash misses though as this is an
excellent match.

The most ridiculous looking ref bump I can remember in a long
time happens as Eddie kicks the referee while taking an F5. It
was just bad looking with how obvious it was. Either that or
the referee is really, really stupid. Brock hits the floor and
grabs the belt but GOLDBERG is back and spears the heck out of



Lesnar.

Eddie covers for two and misses a belt shot. I love the way
Brock throws boots to the ribs. Eddie counters an F5 into a
DDT “onto the belt” which misses by about 6 inches and hits
the Frog Splash to blow the roof off the place and win the
title and do the unthinkable which I was typing before Taz
said it. I’m no Eddie fan, but that is a cool moment.

Rating: A. This was an excellent match that got over thirty
minutes. The ending was solid as Eddie cheated a bit but that
was what he did. Also it was his Frog Splash that ended it
rather than anything else. Eddie isn’t someone I can get into
as much as his fans do but this was easily his crowning glory
and the match worked very well. Probably Brock’s best non-
Angle match and one of Eddie’s best ever which is saying a lot
as he’s a great wrestler in his own right.

Eddie would hold the title for four months before losing it to JBL. After
a few months of failed attempts to get the title back, Eddie would team
up with Rey Mysterio to win the Smackdown Tag Titles. The team would
eventually split and Eddie would turn heel and become a bit of a psycho.
He would target Rey’s son Dominic and imply that he was the boy’s father.
This of course led to a ladder match at Summerslam 2005.

Eddie Guerrero vs. Rey Mysterio

Here’s the solution: “The following contest is a ladder match for the
custody of Dominic!” That line summed up the entire feud and is a famous
line today. Eddie looks at Rey to start before kneeing him in the ribs to
get things going. A hard belly to back suplex puts Rey down but he comes
back with a monkey flip to send Guerrero to the floor. Rey is sent
straight into the steps and then the ladder as Eddie maintains his early
control.

Eddie slides in the ladder and goes up but a springboard dropkick takes
Guerrero down. Another ladder is brought in but Rey dropkicks it into
Eddie, sending both the ladder and Guerrero to the floor. A great looking
springboard seated senton takes Eddie down but Rey is too banged up to



immediately climb. They slug it out on the ladder with Eddie taking over
but they botch the first big spot of the match: Eddie tries a sunset bomb
but Rey falls off a second late, meaning he falls on Eddie instead of
with him.

Back up and the ladder crushes Rey in the corner before Eddie brings in a
second ladder. Rey is sandwiched between the ladders so Eddie can hit a
slingshot hilo in a painful looking spot. Guerrero goes up but Rey sets
the other ladder up like a ramp to get to the top. Eddie is backdropped
onto the ladder ramp, sending both ladders and both wrestlers crashing
down to the mat. Rey goes up one more time but has the ladder dropkicked
out from under him in the second crash in 90 seconds.

Eddie lays a ladder on the top rope and drops a charging Rey chest first
onto the steel. Guerrero goes up but Dominic gets in and shakes the
ladder to stop him. Eddie gets in his face and shouts that he’s the new
daddy but Rey stops him from punching the kid. Mysterio moves the ladder
against the ropes and sends Eddie into it for the 619. Rey Drops the Dime
on the ladder onto Eddie and goes up but gets caught in an electric
chair. As they’re about to fall, Rey spins around and slips down Guerrero
into a powerbomb.

Rey slowly climbs again but Guerrero kicks the ladder away and catches
the falling Rey in another powerbomb. In a smart move, Eddie puts the
ladder over Rey before climbing up and grabbing the briefcase. Since he’s
a heel in a ladder match though, he takes FOREVER to work the simple
clip, allowing Rey to kick the ladder over and pull Eddie down. Rey can’t
follow up though and gets caught in Three Amigos with the third on the
ladder. Eddie goes up again and here’s Vickie, which makes me think the
slow climb was a missed spot where she was supposed to come out. She
shoves him down and Rey gets up the ladder for the win.

Rating: B-. This was good but the botches hurt it a lot. The other major
problem here is the whole thing is so silly. It’s really hard to get into
a match with the prize being a custody of a kid. Are we supposed to
believe that Eddie is going to win and presumably abuse the world’s
stupidest looking eight year old? I’ve seen far worse but this wasn’t a
great match by any stretch. Eddie of course would be gone in about two



and a half months but he would beat Rey in a cage match in about ten
days.

Eddie would pass away in November 2005 when his heart gave out after
years of substance abuse and possibly steroid use. He was soon inducted
into the WWE Hall of Fame and would become far more revered in death than
he was alive. Overall Guerrero is indeed a very talented wrestler though
I never saw him as a main event guy. His time on top didn’t do great
business but it wasn’t a disaster either. Guerrero could work well with
anyone in the ring and had more classics than I have time to list. Great
talent to say the least.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of on the History of Summerslam at Amazon for just $4 at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
just $4 at:


